
 

Company Profile 
SCHUNK GmbH & Co. KG of Lauffen/Neckar is a German family-owned company with a global 
reach. The company was founded in 1945 by Friedrich Schunk as a mechanical workshop and 
has developed under the leadership of Heinz-Dieter Schunk to a competence and world market 
leader for gripping systems and clamping technology. Today, the company is run by the third 
generation siblings Henrik A. Schunk and Kristina I. Schunk.  

Product Overview 
More than 3,500 employees in 9 plants and 34 directly owned subsidiaries and distribution 
partners in more than 50 countries over the world ensure an intensive market presence. With 
11,000 standard components SCHUNK offers the world’s largest assortment of gripping 
systems and clamping technology from one source, and with 2,550 SCHUNK grippers the 
largest product range of standard grippers. The complete program of gripping systems 
comprises more than 4,000 components. The main customers are all manufacturing companies 
with assembly, handling and metal-cutting processes. The customer base includes the Who's 
Who of mechanical engineering, robotics, automation and assembly handling, and all the 
renowned automotive brands and their suppliers. 

Product Description 
The gripper technology ADHESO from SCHUNK results from a closer look at nature: With the 
help of adhesive forces, geckos have been able to move head first over smooth surfaces for 
millions of years. Now, the competence leader for gripping systems and clamping technology 
systematically uses this principle for developing various fields of handling applications. The 
advantages of this technology are clear: Sensitive components can be gripped gently, without 
leaving any residues and without requiring additional energy. The solutions are always 
individually developed and are as diverse as the applications themselves. The gripper is ideal 
for handling glass fibers as light as feathers, the smallest SMD components or 



micro-mechanical parts, sensitive battery components, plastic films, paper, glass, and 
automotive or mechanical engineering components weighing 15 kg or more. Automated 
separation of breathable components is also feasible.  
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schunk.com/kontakt 
 

https://schunk.com/ca_en/services/after-sales-service/we-are-always-available-for-you-personal-advice-through-all-channels/

